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Learning Semantic Alignment Using Global
Features and Multi-Scale Confidence

Huaiyuan Xu , Member, IEEE, Jing Liao , Member, IEEE, Huaping Liu , Senior Member, IEEE,
and Yuxiang Sun , Member, IEEE

Abstract— Semantic alignment aims to establish pixel cor-
respondences between images based on semantic consistency.
It can serve as a fundamental component for various downstream
computer vision tasks, such as style transfer and exemplar-based
colorization, etc. Many existing methods use local features and
their cosine similarities to infer semantic alignment. However,
they struggle with significant intra-class variation of objects,
such as appearance, size, etc. In other words, contents with
the same semantics tend to be significantly different in vision.
To address this issue, we propose a novel deep neural network of
which the core lies in global feature enhancement and adaptive
multi-scale inference. Specifically, two modules are proposed:
an enhancement transformer for enhancing semantic features
with global awareness; a probabilistic correlation module for
adaptively fusing multi-scale information based on the learned
confidence scores. We use the unified network architecture to
achieve two types of semantic alignment, namely, cross-object
semantic alignment and cross-domain semantic alignment. Exper-
imental results demonstrate that our method achieves competitive
performance on five standard cross-object semantic alignment
benchmarks, and outperforms the state of the arts in cross-
domain semantic alignment.

Index Terms— Semantic alignment, enhancement transformer,
probabilistic correlation computation, cross-domain alignment.

I. INTRODUCTION

IMAGE alignment is a fundamental computer vision task
that identifies and corresponds the same/similar content

between two images. Recently, taking advantage of the rich
semantic features extracted by convolutional neural networks
(CNNs), image alignment tasks are no longer limited to
low-level visual scenarios, such as stereo matching [1], [2]
and optical flow [3], [4], but can establish dense align-
ments between images based on high-level consistency of
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Fig. 1. The figures shows how we align two input images describing
the same class but different instances according to semantic consistency.
Accurate alignment can be obtained by global feature enhancement and
adaptive multi-scale fusion. The colored lines visualize the keypoint alignment
across the two bottom-right images. The bottom-left image shows the warped
image based on the estimated semantic alignment.

semantics. For example, aligning two cats that have obvious
appearance variations but the same semantic contents (see
Fig. 1). Semantic alignment, as a building block, facilitates
many computer vision applications including style transfer [5],
image translation/super-resolution [6], [7], and exemplar-based
colorization [8].

The paradigm of most existing semantic alignment networks
is as follows [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17]:
the CNN features are first extracted from two images, and
then the correlations of feature point pairs are calculated to
further guide the alignment decision. In this paradigm, there
are two critical issues: one is semantic feature extraction; the
other is accurate correlation estimation to reflect the similarity
between points.

For the first issue, most methods use the pre-trained CNNs
on the large-scale ImageNet dataset [18] to extract features
[9], [10]. Although these CNN features contain coarse
semantics, satisfactory for image-level classification, they are
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insufficient to describe fine-grained semantics for pixel-level
matching between images. Therefore, it is necessary to further
enhance the features. Some local operators [11], [14], [17]
have been proposed to establish the neighborhood relevance
of features and get more useful information from neighbors.
However, this local enhancement pattern ignores global infor-
mation that can benefit enhancement from a larger receptive
field.

For the second issue, semantic correlations evaluate the
semantic similarities of point pairs, serving as the direct cues
for alignment assignment. In order to guarantee the accuracy
of correlations, one idea is to learn convolution kernels to
convolve the correlation map [14], [15], according to the
space continuity property. Another idea is fusing multi-scale
correlation maps [17] to produce better results. However, [17]
directly sums correlation components without considering
their confidence, so incorrect correlation components might
mislead the network to output wrong alignments.

In this paper, to alleviate these problems, we propose
the enhancement transformer and the probabilistic correlation
module. The novelty of the enhancement transformer is that
it can perceive global context to enhance semantic features.
For example, given a human face image, if the face is
globally perceived, it would help to identify the human eye.
As for the probabilistic correlation module, it achieves adap-
tive correlation fusion with confidence estimation. According
to estimated confidence probabilities, correlation components
with low confidence scores are assigned with small fusion
weights, thus their negative impact is reduced.

Moreover, we use the proposed network1 to realize two
alignment tasks, namely, cross-object semantic alignment and
cross-domain semantic alignment [19]. The former focuses on
images belonging to the same domain, such as a pair of pho-
tos [13], [14], [15], while the latter is different, concentrating
on images with different domains, like an artwork and a photo.
We propose a novel training strategy for cross-domain seman-
tic alignment. It splits cross-domain semantic alignment into
two sub-tasks, and then trains them simultaneously with weak
supervision signals, which can learn robustness to domain
variations and avoid tedious ground-truth alignment labeling.
Extensive evaluations on multiple datasets demonstrate that
our approach is comparable to the state-of-the-art algorithms
in cross-object semantic alignment, and builds a state of the art
in cross-domain semantic alignment. Ablation studies verify
the effectiveness of our proposed components and training
strategy. Furthermore, three applications are explored using
our proposed method. Our contributions can be summarized
as follows:

• We introduce a new enhancement transformer, which
embeds global information into feature representations,
enhancing features from a global perspective.

• We design a probabilistic correlation module, which
measures multi-scale confidence scores to adaptively
aggregate correlation components.

• We propose a novel training strategy for cross-domain
semantic alignment, which alleviates the impact of

1Our code is available at: https://github.com/lab-sun/LearningSA

domain variations and the problem of lacking alignment
labels.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II reviews related work. Section III introduces our
approach, including the network architecture and training
strategy. In Section IV, we analyze the results of quantitative,
qualitative, and ablation experiments. Finally, we conclude this
article and discuss future works in the last section.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Semantic Features

The rapid development of semantic alignment bene-
fits from the powerful semantic description capability of
CNNs [20], [21] and the massive data in the ImageNet
database [18]. Long et al. [20] first introduced CNN fea-
tures into semantic alignment. However, the CNN features
at that time did not have strong semantic invariance to
large variances of appearance and shape. Afterward, some
effective CNNs (e.g., VGGNet and ResNet pre-trained on Ima-
geNet) are used to extract better semantic features. To further
enhance these features, local self-similarity/-attention opera-
tors [11], [14], [17] are proposed to empower features to
understand local context. However, objects in real images often
have varying scales and shapes. Capturing semantic perception
from the local context is not sufficient. In contrast, our method
enhances features from a global perspective, that is, enabling
them to perceive global information.

B. Semantic Correlation

The correlation map [9] is generated from the extracted
semantic features, containing the matching scores for all
possible matches between the two images. Then, the nearest
neighbor can be obtained via retrieving the best match with the
highest score. So, the correlation must effectively represent the
degree of semantic consistency, otherwise, the wrong match
would be retrieved. In other words, to improve alignment
accuracy, it is necessary to enhance the original correlation.
NCNet [22] first provided the idea by learning neighborhood
consensus from the correlation map to enhance the original
correlation. Following it, some variants [14], [15] appeared.
Lee et al. [15] improves the efficiency of establishing neigh-
borhood consensus through PatchMatch iteration [23].
Li et al. [14] designs non-isotropic 4-D convolution to
adaptively explore neighborhoods. Another enhancement way
is learning correlation complements from different scales,
proposed by MMNet [17]. It assumes that all learned comple-
ments are valid and thereby adds them up. But this assumption
does not hold in practice, as the complements obtained from
different scales have different importance to semantic align-
ment, besides, there might be some incorrect complements.
In contrast, our method computes the confidence probabilities
of multi-scale correlations, as weights of correlation aggrega-
tion for better enhancement.

C. Training of Semantic Alignment Networks

Semantic alignment can be divided into cross-object
semantic alignment and cross-domain semantic alignment
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Fig. 2. The pipeline of the proposed framework. Given an input image pair, a pre-trained CNN extracts its feature maps ( f A, fB ). The feature maps then
undergo two key components of our method: the enhancement transformer that globally enhances input features; the probabilistic correlation module that
estimates multi-scale confidence maps for adaptive correlation aggregation. Finally, the alignment field is obtained by applying Softmax and Soft argmax to
the output of the probabilistic correlation module.

(see details in Sec. I). In order for the network to learn the
above two alignments, different training strategies are required.
For learning the cross-object semantic alignment, one way is to
train the network with constructed ground truth. For example,
using known 3-D models to render synthetic images [21] of
which ground-truth synthetic-to-synthetic correspondences can
be computed; synthesizing image pairs [9], [10] by assumed
transformations where per-pixel alignments are known; con-
structing positive and negative image pairs as the ground truth
of weak supervision [11], [22] then maximizing the matching
score of positive pairs. Another way is utilizing the ground
truth, like keypoints [17] and masks [24], directly provided
by existing datasets to train the networks. For learning the
cross-domain semantic alignment, there is no labeled semantic
alignments, thereby training in a strong supervised manner
is impossible. Combining it with other tasks for weakly-
supervised training is an alternative, for example, [19] uses
the ground truth of image translation to train both translation
and alignment tasks. We also propose a training strategy with
weak supervision, but differently, we train the two semantic
alignment sub-tasks simultaneously.

D. Transformer for Vision

Transformer is proposed by Vaswani et al. [25], and has
revolutionized machine translation and natural language pro-
cessing [26], [27]. Transformer has the advantage of global
attention which can capture long-range relevancy. Recently,
it has been successfully applied to diverse vision tasks, such
as object detection [28], semantic segmentation [29], image
classification [30], image captioning [31], etc. The drawback
of transformer is the huge amount of parameters, resulting
in large-memory consumption. The computation complexity
of multi-head self-attention in the original transformer [25] is
proportional to the square of the input size. In our approach,
we design a lightweight transformer for the semantic align-
ment task and perform semantic enhancement on the relatively
small-sized feature map.

III. THE PROPOSED APPROACH

In this section, we describe our semantic alignment neural
network and present the training details. In section III-A, two
novel components for improving semantic alignment accuracy
are discussed. One is the enhancement transformer which
attends global context. The other is a probabilistic corre-
lation module that learns multi-scale alignment confidence.
In section III-B, we describe two training strategies, encourag-
ing the network to learn semantic alignments in cross-object
and cross-domain scenarios, respectively.

A. Network Architecture

The whole network architecture is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Given as input an image pair (A, B), the network first uses
a pre-trained feature extractor [32] to obtain deep feature
maps ( f A, fB) from input images. Then, the enhancement
transformers provide global awareness to ( f A, fB), and an
probability correlation module outputs the adaptive aggregated
correlation map for matching assignment.

1) Enhancement Transformer: The feature maps extracted
by the pre-trained network [32] contain coarse semantics,
which is satisfactory for image classification. However, for
semantic alignment, it is necessary to further enhance the
features to represent fine-grained semantics for pixel-level
matching between images. Intuitively, the enhancement can
be achieved by establishing the neighborhood relevancy of
features and getting more useful information from neigh-
bors [11], [14], [17]. But this enhancement ignores global
information that can provide more representation enhance-
ment. For example, an eye can be recognized from local
perception, while combining with global information, it can
further determine that this might be a left eye of human beings.

We cast the enhancement problem as a transformer to
enhance features from a global perspective. The proposed
enhancement transformer is shown in Fig. 3, which can be
roughly summarized as that the input feature map is pre-
processed to be a series of tokens, then they go through the
global perception block to obtain global awareness.
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Fig. 3. The architecture of the enhancement transformer. It consists of
two parts: the first part is the pre-processing to tokenize the feature map;
the second part is the global perception block to provide global awareness
to features.

(
Q f , K f , V f

)
are three basic elements (query, key, value) of

the attention mechanism [25]. O f represents the output tokens and γ is a
learnable parameter.

Pre-processing the feature map via the unfolding and flat-
tening operation can tokenize the feature map, and help each
token gather neighborhood information. To be specific, for
the input feature map fin ∈ Rd f ×h f ×w f , we concatenate the
features in each n × n neighborhood to generate an unfolded
feature map fu f ∈ Rn2d f ×h f ×w f , then flatten it to h f w f

tokens by re-organizing it to ftk ∈ Rn2d f ×h f w f . They are
subsequently fed to a global perception block.

The global perception block explores long-range relevance
by learning a global attention map. We first define query Q f =

Linear ( ftk), key K f = Linear ( ftk), and value V f = ftk ,
where Linear (·) is the linear projection function to embed
tokens. V f is equal to the input to retain the original informa-
tion extracted by the pre-trained network. Second, an attention
map G f is computed to describe the global relevance between
tokens, by the dot product of the query and key, divided
by n

√
d f , and then followed by a Softmax function. Under

the guidance of this attention map, we can obtain globally
enhanced tokens O f by the weighted summation of the value
V f and its global complement G f · V f , followed with a linear
projection:

O f = Linear
(
(1 − γ ) · G f · V f + γ · V f

)
, (1)

where γ ∈ (0, 1) is a learnable factor. Notably, we adopt a
sharing mechanism to share the parameters of all Linear (·)

functions to lighten the enhancement transformer, in which
only one linear projection and one weight factor need to be
learned. Finally, we reshape O f to be fout ∈ Rd f ×h f ×w f ,
making the input and output sizes consistent in the enhance-
ment transformer.

The computational complexity of the proposed enhancement
transformer depends on three parts, namely linear projection,
attention map, and weighted summation in Eq. 1. The linear
projection maps n2d f -dimensional features to d f -dimensional
ones, and its computational complexity is O(h f w f d2

f n2).
The computational complexity O(h2

f w
2
f d f ) of the attention

map comes from computing self-attention among features.
The weighted summation has a computational complexity
of O(h2

f w
2
f d f n2), which comes from matrix multiplication

G f · V f . As a result, the computational complexity of the

enhancement transformer can be obtained as O(h f w f d2
f n2

+

h2
f w

2
f d f n2), related to the feature map size (h f , w f , d f ) and

the neighborhood range n.
2) Probabilistic Correlation Module: The correlation map

stores the scalar products of point pairs between two fea-
ture maps, representing point-pair alignment scores. Fusing
multi-scale correlation maps is proven to boost the align-
ment accuracy in [17], which directly adds multi-scale
correlations to achieve fusion. However, the direct summa-
tion of multi-scale correlations would enlarge the effect of
low-contribution correlations, while reducing the importance
of high-contribution correlations. To alleviate this problem,
we introduce the probabilistic correlation module, as illustrated
in Fig. 4. It learns multi-scale confidence maps, then guides
multi-scale correlation maps for adaptive aggregation.

On the one hand, a global weight gi is learned to reflect the
contribution of the i-th scale. On the other hand, we introduce
local weights to describe the spatial variation of confidence,
that is, the confidence varies from point to point. Specifically,
we compute the channel-wise accumulation of the feature map
f ′

A,i as semantic activation scores. The more semantics are
activated, the easier for a point to find its match. Then, the
activation scores undergo normalization and a bias addition to
adjust the values to an appropriate range. Finally, the confi-
dence map Zi of the i-th scale is calculated by multiplying
the global weight and the local weights:

Zi = gi ·
(
ø

(
f ′

A,i
)
+ e

)
, (2)

where ø is the operation of channel-wise summation and min-
max normalization; e is a regularization coefficient.

We aggregate multi-scale correlation maps using confidence
maps according to the law of total probability. Let P (m)

be the marginal probability of the event where a point pair
m is semantically aligned. It is equivalent to the summation
of occurring probabilities of this event under different con-
ditions, i.e., the weighted average of conditional probabilities
P (m|Si , i = 1, . . . , l) of that m is a semantic match under
different scales Si :

P (m) =

l∑
i=1

P (m ∩ Si ) =

l∑
i=1

P (m|Si ) P (Si ) , (3)

where P (Si ) represents the occurrence probability of the Si
condition, which can be sampled from the confidence map
Zi . P (m|Si ) measures the alignment probability at the Si
condition, which can be obtained from the correlation map Ci
of the i-th scale. Then, the multi-scale aggregated correlation
map 3 can be computed as:

3 (m) =

l∑
i=1

Ci (m) Zi (m) . (4)

Here, the confidence maps are normalized before being used
for aggregation, since they are required to form an entire
sample space, that is

∑l
i=1 Zi (m) = 1.

3) Matching Assignment: We assign each point with a
semantic alignment from the correlation map 3. Specifically,
we compute the semantic mapping p → q of point p in
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Fig. 4. The architecture of the probabilistic correlation module. When given input a pair of feature maps, it outputs an aggregated correlation map. The
confidence estimation block learns multi-scale confidence maps, which are subsequently fed to the adaptive aggregation block to guide the fusion of the
correlation maps from different scales.

the feature map f A by calculating an average position of all
candidates in the feature map fB with correlations as weights:

p → q =

∑
q∈ fB

softmax (β · 3 (p, q)) · q. (5)

Here, β is the coefficient that controls the sharpness of the
Softmax function.

B. Training Strategies

Our semantic alignment network can establish semantic
correspondences in different scenarios, such as estimating
alignments across photos (cross-object) or between the art-
work and photo (cross-domain). For cross-object alignment,
some datasets provide sparse ground-truth keypoint annota-
tions [33], [34], whose alignment relationships can be used as
strong supervision signals for network training. Unfortunately,
the cross-domain scenario has no ground-truth alignment
labels for training. Thus, we propose a novel training strategy
that only requires the object category label, such as two images
of dogs, to achieve weakly-supervised learning.

1) Cross-Object Alignment Learning With Strong Supervi-
sion: Compared with labels of object categories [22] and
foreground masks [24], keypoint labels can provide more
concrete semantics, such as eyes and mouths. Point-wise
matching between keypoints is directly linked to the semantic
alignment task, so it can provide a strong supervision signal.
Specifically, we use a multi-scale landmark loss to train
the network by minimizing the Euclidean distance between
ground-truth keypoint p in the source image and the estimated
one p′ by translating its corresponding target keypoint q back
to the source with the predicted alignment:

Lland =
1

N (l + 1)

l+1∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

∥∥∥p j − p′

i, j

∥∥∥
2
, (6)

where j represents the j-th keypoint. i indicates the i-th scale.
As for the scale of the aggregated correlation map, we denote
it as the l + 1 scale.

2) Cross-Domain Alignment Learning With Weak Supervi-
sion: Unlike the cross-object dataset, the cross-domain dataset
does not have semantic alignment labels for training. Com-
pared with using auxiliary supervision from other tasks [19],
we propose a novel training strategy with more direct supervi-
sion by training two alignment sub-tasks. Specifically, we split
cross-domain semantic matching into the same-object but

Fig. 5. Cross-domain alignment can be divided into cross-object but
same-domain (COSD) matching, and same-object but cross-domain (SOCD)
matching. We randomly select an artwork as source image A and a photo as
target image B. To synthesize a transition image C , we transfer the style of
A to B [35] then deform stylized B′ by a random affine transformation.

cross-domain (SOCD) matching and the cross-object but same-
domain (COSD) matching, as shown in Fig. 5. By training
both sub-tasks simultaneously, the network learns insensitivity
to domain variation and intra-class variation.

For SOCD matching, since the affine image C (in Fig. 5) is
generated from the stylized target image B ′ with a random but
known affine transformation, the real dense mapping MC→B
from C to B is known. Therefore, we define a mapping loss
to encourage the estimated mapping M̂C→B to be consistent
with the real one:

Lmap =
1

H W

∥∥M̂C→B − MC→B
∥∥

2 , (7)

where H W is the size of the image.
For COSD matching, since image C has the same style

as source image A, its warped image based on predicted
alignment should be similar to A. Thus, we use pixel loss
Lpx and feature reconstruction loss L f eat [36] to encourage
reconstruction of A from C in RGB and feature spaces, respec-
tively. Furthermore, we employ forward-backward consistency
loss Lcons [37] to encourage one-to-one mapping between A
and C . The overall loss for training cross-domain alignment
network can be interpreted as a weighted summation of the
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above losses:

Lc−dom = λmapLmap + λpxLpx + λ f eatL f eat + λconsLcons,

(8)

where (λmap, λpx , λ f eat , λcons) are the weighting parameters.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we first describe the implementation details
and the common evaluation metric for semantic alignment.
We then perform quantitative and qualitative analyses to
compare the performance of our approach against state-of-the-
art methods. The ablation study verifies the effectiveness of the
network architecture as well as the proposed training strategy.
We also analyze memory cost, runtime, and limitations of our
method. Finally, some interesting applications are explored.

A. Implementation Details

Our network is implemented using PyTorch and trained on
a 24GB NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090 GPU. In the network,
the feature extractor uses pre-trained ResNet-101 [32] of
which parameters are fixed during training. In the enhancement
transformer, the unfolded area is set to 3 × 3 neighborhood.
Two enhancement transformer layers are stacked for feature
enhancement. In the probabilistic correlation module, the
number of scales is set to 4, corresponding to 4 stages of
the pre-trained ResNet. The coefficient β of the matching
assignment part is set to 100. The loss coefficients ( λmap,
λrec, λperc, λcons) of the training strategy are set to (1, 10,
10, 0.5). We use bilinear interpolation to upsample the output
alignment field to 320 × 320, consistent with the size of
input images. During training, we use the Adam optimizer for
cross-object alignment learning with a learning rate 3 × 10−5

following [24]. The learning rate 2 × 10−4 for cross-domain
alignment is determined by grid search.

B. Evaluation Metric

We compare our method with previous methods by the
commonly-used metric: the probability of correct keypoint
(PCK) [45]. This quantitative metric computes the percentage
of keypoints whose alignment errors below α · max (h, w),
where h and w represent the height and width of either an
image (αimg) or an object bounding box (αbbox). Assuming
that in the test set, Pk is a set of source and target keypoint
pairs (ps, pt ) of k-th image pair, then we have:

PCKk =
1

|Pk |

∑
(ps ,pt )∈Pk

1
[
D (Tk (ps) , pt ) < α · max (h, w)

]
,

(9)

where D calculates the Euclidean distance, Tk is the estimated
semantic alignment field, and 1 is the indicator function that
returns 1 if the expression inside is true and 0 otherwise. The
final PCK score is the average of all PCKk of test image pairs.

C. Quantitative Evaluation on Benchmarks

We compare our approach to the state-of-the-art methods
of cross-object semantic alignment on five popular bench-
marks: PF-PASCAL [33], PF-WILLOW [47], SPair-71K [34],
Caltech-101 [48], and TSS [49]. However, there is no bench-
mark for CROss-DOMain semantic alignment, so we build
a CroDom dataset containing artworks and photos to ana-
lyze the performance of our algorithm in the cross-domain
scenario.

1) PF-PASCAL [33] and PF-WILLOW [47]: The PF-
PASCAL benchmark contains 20 object categories with 6 to
140 image pairs in each category. In each image pair,
it provides 4 to 17 keypoint annotations. We follow the train-
ing/valid/test splits of [14]. PF-WILLOW benchmark includes
4 object classes that are further subdivided into 10 sub-
types. It provides a total of 900 image pairs, where each
image has 10 keypoint annotations. These two benchmarks
are more challenging than previous datasets [48], [49] because
of larger variations of object appearance and scene layout.
Following [38], we use the PCK metric for PF-PASCAL with
αimg and PF-WILLOW with a more strict αbbox.

We test our method on PF-PASCAL and PF-WILLOW,
respectively. When testing on PF-WILLOW, we directly use
the network trained on PF-PASCAL without any fine-tuning.
The quantitative comparison with the state of the arts is shown
in Tab. I, and per-class performances on PF-PASCAL are
present in Tab. II. For comparative methods, we take the
alignment results of CATs [42] and TransforMatcher [44]
without extra tricks, namely fine-tuning features and data aug-
mentation respectively, to provide a fair comparison to reflect
the performance of the network structure. It can be seen from
the tables that: (1) Compared with other supervisions, using
a small number of sparse landmarks as supervision signals
to train the network can achieve higher PCK scores; (2) Our
method achieves (81.3%, 92.9%) and (55.6%, 80.4%) PCK
scores on PF-PASCAL and PF-WILLOW respectively, compa-
rable to the state-of-the-art methods in alignment accuracy; (3)
Our method obtains PCK scores over 90.0% on 14/20 object
categories of PF-PASCAL, indicating robustness to object
category changes; (4) Compared with the performance on
PF-PASCAL, the PCK scores on PF-WILLOW decrease by
(25.7%, 12.5%). This is because we do not retrain the network
on the PF-WILLOW dataset. The result shows that our method
has a competitive generalization ability to a novel dataset
despite the data-distribution change.

2) SPair-71k [34]: This is a newly-released cross-object
semantic alignment benchmark. It consists of 70, 958 image
pairs of 18 object classes, including 12, 234 pairs for testing.
It provides diverse variations in viewpoint, scale, truncation,
and occlusion. Compared with other datasets, the most signif-
icant characteristic is the large scale and detailed splits of the
data. The PCK threshold of SPair-71K is calculated using the
size of bounding-box with αbbox = 0.1, consistent with the
previous works [12], [38] for fair comparison.

Tab. III reports per-class semantic matching performance,
involving animals, plants, vehicles, etc. In each class, images
suffer from varying degrees of object size and perspective
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TABLE I
QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION ON PF-PASCAL, PF-WILLOW, CALTECH-101, AND TSS BENCHMARKS. THE BEST PERFORMANCE IS IN BOLD, AND

THE UNDERSCORED ONE IS THE SECOND BEST. RESULTS (%) OF [9], [10], [11], [22], [24], AND [38] ON PF-PASCAL AND PF-WILLOW ARE
BORROWED FROM [12]. CALTECH-101 AND TSS RESULTS ARE FROM [13] AND [39], RESPECTIVELY

TABLE II
PER-CLASS AND AVERAGE ALIGNMENT ACCURACY ON THE PF-PASCAL DATASET. THE BEST RESULTS (%) ARE IN BOLD, AND THE SECOND BESTS

ARE UNDERLINED. RESULTS OF [22] AND [46] COME FROM [11]. THE REST ARE FROM THE CORRESPONDING
PAPERS OR SOURCE-CODE IMPLEMENTATIONS

TABLE III
PER-CLASS AND AVERAGE ALIGNMENT ACCURACY ON THE SPAIR-71K DATASET. THE BEST RESULTS (%) ARE IN BOLD AND THE SECOND BESTS ARE

UNDERLINED. RESULTS OF [9], [10], [12], [13], [22], AND [38] COMES FROM [17]. THE REST RESULTS ARE BORROWED FROM
THE CORRESPONDING PAPERS OR SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

differences, as well as potential occlusion and truncation.
Tab. III shows that our method achieves the best performance
in a total of 7 object categories, outperforming the second-
ranked algorithm [17] that obtains the best in 6 categories.

On the other hand, our method achieves an average PCK
score of 51.1% in all classes, superior to other algorithms,
demonstrating the robustness of our method to various object
classes.
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Fig. 6. Image warping on the SPair-71K dataset. We utilize the predicted keypoint semantic alignment and the thin-plate spline transformation to warp A
to A′. Ideally, the same locations in A′ and B have the same semantics.

3) Caltech-101 [48] and TSS [49]: The Caltech-101 bench-
mark provides 1, 515 image pairs from 101 categories with
segmentation annotations. We transfer the ground-truth labels
via predicted semantic alignment, and count the proportion
of correctly transferred labels as the label transfer accuracy
(LT-ACC) [50]. Besides, we adopt intersection-over-union
(IoU) [51] to evaluate the quality of foreground label transfer.
The TSS benchmark contains 400 image pairs annotated
with dense flow fields, divided into 3 groups, namely FG3D,
JODS, and PASCAL, according to the data sources. Follow-
ing [12], we use PCK scores to evaluate alignment accuracy
on TSS.

Similar to the PF-WILLOW benchmark, we train the net-
work on PF-PASCAL and then test it on Caltech-101 and
TSS. Quantitative results are shown in Tab. I. We can see
that our method has competitive alignment accuracy compared
with other state-of-the-art methods, indicating a comparable
generalizability across different benchmarks. PWarpC [39]
outperforms other methods on TSS. One possible explana-
tion is that PWarpC has warp consistency constraints in
the loss, which can provide additional constraints from non-
landmark pixels. We leave this issue of loss for future study,
which might further improve our performance on the TSS
benchmark.

4) CroDom: To the best of our knowledge, we build the first
cross-domain dataset called CroDom for semantic alignment.
The images of CroDom are divided into two domains, namely
photos and artworks, and they come from ImageNet [18] and
BAM-dataset [52], respectively. Our collector collected more
than 1, 400 images and split them into 6 categories, that is,
bicycle, bird, car, cat, dog, and person, according to known
object-class labels. Fig. 7 presents some samples. 791 images
are randomly selected to form the training set. The rest images
are combined into 155/154 cross-domain image pairs as the
validation/test set. Since the collected images have no pre-
existing keypoint labels, our two labelers manually annotated
20-30 keypoint matching labels for each image pair in the

Fig. 7. Samples of the CroDom dataset. CroDom provides photos and
artworks from the ImageNet database [18] and BAM dataset [52] respectively.
Columns 2-5 display the artworks across various media, including comic, oil
paint, pen ink, pencil sketch, watercolor, and vector art.

validation and test sets, and checked them by visualization.
These keypoint labels can be used to evaluate the cross-
domain alignment performance of the network. Similar to the
PF-PASCAL dataset, CroDom also adopts PCK scores as the
quantitative evaluation metric.

Cross-domain semantic alignment is a new branch of seman-
tic matching. CoCosNet [19] is the state-of-the-art method,
which utilizes the image generation task to assist the train-
ing of cross-domain alignment. We train CoCosNet on the
CroDom training set by feeding it cross-domain image pairs
consisting of photos and artworks. Using the style transfer
method [35] can obtain the image generation ground-truth,
as the supervision signal for training. Differently, our network
is trained with image triplets, built using cross-domain image
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Fig. 8. Image warping on the CroDom dataset. We map A to A′ pixel by pixel according to the semantic alignment between A and B. Ideally, the same
positions in A′ and B have the same semantics.

TABLE IV
QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION ON THE CRODOM DATASET. PCK SCORES

(%) ARE REPORTED. THE BEST PERFORMANCES ARE IN BOLD.
∗ MEANS TO TRAIN THE NETWORK USING OUR

PROPOSED TRAINING STRATEGY

TABLE V
PER-CLASS EVALUATION ON THE CRODOM DATASET. PCK SCORES (%)

W.R.T. IMAGE SIZE WITH α = 0.10 ARE REPORTED. THE BEST
PERFORMANCES ARE IN BOLD. ∗ MEANS TO TRAIN THE NETWORK

USING OUR PROPOSED TRAINING STRATEGY

pairs and style transfer, as shown in Fig. 5. Our network
learns two alignment sub-tasks to achieve the learning of cross-
domain semantic alignment. In addition, we select MMNet,
one of the best methods on the SPair-71K dataset, and replace
its original training strategy with our proposed cross-domain
training strategy, so that it can achieve cross-domain semantic
alignment without the need of landmark labels. Tab. IV and V
show quantitative comparisons. It can be seen that our method
outperforms CoCosNet and MMNet in average and per-class
alignment accuracy, and sets up a new state of the art.

D. Qualitative Analysis

To qualitatively evaluate the robustness of our method,
we perform semantic alignment-based image warping in differ-
ent scenarios. Additionally, we make alignment visualization
for the qualitative comparison with the baseline algorithm
MMNet [17].

1) Image Warping: We select image pairs of different
classes for semantic image warping. These classes include
airplanes, boats, buses, cars, birds, cats, etc. Fig. 6 and Fig. 8
show the warping quality on the SPair-71K and CroDom
datasets, respectively. Ideally, according to the estimated
semantic alignment field, the warped image is semantically
aligned with the target image, that is, the warped image
and the target image have the same semantic content at
the same position in the images. On SPair-71K, we utilize
the estimated keypoint semantic alignment and the thin-plate
spline interpolation to compute a dense semantic alignment
field, which is further used to warp the image. As can be
seen from Fig. 6, our method is insensitive to object scale
changes (row 2, columns 1 to 3), background interference,
obstacle occlusion (row 3, columns 4 to 6), object truncation
(row 3, columns 4 to 6), and viewpoint variations. Notably, the
tolerance for viewpoint change can reach 180 degrees (see row
4, columns 1 to 3). On CroDom, we implement image warping
by pixel mapping based on the dense semantic alignment field
output by our network. Fig. 8 shows that our method achieves
accurate and smooth image warping between a photo and an
artwork of different styles, such as cartoon, oil painting, pen
drawing, and watercolor. In summary, our method can handle
the variations of object category, image domain, viewpoint,
object scale, etc., indicating the robustness under different
input scene settings.

2) Qualitative Comparison With MMNet: We choose
MMNet [17] as the baseline method, which enhances features
with the local pattern and directly sums multi-scale corre-
lations to improve semantic alignment accuracy. In contrast,
our method enhances features from a global perspective and
aggregates multi-scale correlations adaptively. We visualize
the predictions of semantic matches to qualitatively compare
our method with the baseline. In Fig. 9, the orange lines
represent the correct estimates of semantic alignment, while
the blue ones highlight incorrect estimates with alignment
errors greater than 0.1·max (h, w), where (h, w) are the height
and width of the image. Fig. 9 shows that the results of
our method have fewer false semantic alignments than the
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Fig. 9. Comparison with the baseline MMNet [17]. Orange lines denote
correct semantic alignment predictions, while blue lines represent wrong
predictions with obvious alignment errors.

TABLE VI
ABLATION RESULTS (%) OF THE ENHANCEMENT TRANSFORMER.

THE ENHANCEMENT TRANSFORMER, DENOTED BY ‘ET’, CAN
BE REPLACED BY LOCAL SELF-SIMILARITY [14], CONTEXT

ENCODER [11], LOCAL SELF-ATTENTION [17]. HOWEVER, THE
ENHANCEMENT TRANSFORMER HAS HIGHER PCK SCORES

THAN THESE LOCAL METHODS, INDICATING
BETTER PERFORMANCE

baseline method when the input images contain significant
visual variations.

E. Ablation Study

In this section, we present ablation studies on the proposed
architectural components and training strategy, so as to analyze
their effectiveness.

1) Ablation on Enhancement Transformer: To verify the
effectiveness of the proposed enhancement transformer with
global awareness, we report quantitative evaluations on the
PF-PASCAL and PF-WIILOW datasets when removing the
enhancement transformer or replacing it with other local
techniques, as shown in Tab. VI. The visualized alignment
errors of keypoints are presented in Fig. 10.

As we can see, the enhancement transformer and other local
methods can improve semantic alignment accuracy. However,
using local self-similarity [14], context encoder [11] or local

TABLE VII
THE ABLATION RESULTS (%) OF THE PROBABILISTIC CORRELATION
MODULE. THE PROBABILISTIC CORRELATION MODULE IS DENOTED

AS ‘PCM’. WHEN WE REMOVE THE PCM OR ITS KEY
BLOCKS/COMPONENTS, SEMANTIC ALIGNMENT ACCURACY

DECREASES WITH LOWER PCK SCORES, INDICATING
THEIR IMPORTANCE TO SEMANTIC ALIGNMENT

TABLE VIII
THE ABLATION RESULTS (%) OF CROSS-DOMAIN ALIGNMENT TRAINING

STRATEGY. COMPARED WITH TRAINING COSD OR SOCD SUB-TASK,
TRAINING BOTH SUB-TASKS SIMULTANEOUSLY

GETS HIGHER ACCURACY

self-attention [17] to substitute our enhancement transformer
would cause PCK reduction, indicating the decrease of seman-
tic alignment accuracy. This performance degradation is due
to the lack of global perception, as the local techniques only
attend the neighborhood features without considering the long-
range relevance of features like our enhancement transformer.
Fig. 10 qualitatively demonstrates that the enhancement trans-
former can effectively reduce the semantic matching ambiguity
of keypoints.

2) Ablation on Probabilistic Correlation Module: We test
different algorithm variants on the PF-PASCAL test set to
evaluate the contribution of each proposed key component
to semantic alignment accuracy. Tab. VII proves that the
probabilistic correlation module helps to improve the PCK
score and build more accurate alignment, as it incorporates
multi-scale information to infer alignment. When we remove
the confidence estimation block, the probabilistic correlation
module would degenerate to a direct summation for multi-
scale information like MMNet [17], rather than adaptive
aggregation, which leads to the reduction of PCK. It is worth
noting that both local weights and the global weight in the
probabilistic correlation module are beneficial to semantic
alignment accuracy. Employing them together has higher PCK
than using only one of them.

3) Ablation on Training Strategy: We test various algorithm
variants on the CroDom dataset to investigate the importance
of COSD matching and SOCD matching in the training
strategy of cross-domain semantic alignment. Tab. VIII shows
that if training only one sub-task, PCK scores are less than
that of training both sub-tasks at the same time, indicating that
the combination of COSD matching and SOCD matching is
beneficial to alignment accuracy. In addition, Fig. 11 presents
warped target images based on estimated semantic alignments,
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Fig. 10. The visualized alignment errors of keypoints. The first column lists source images and columns 2-6 are target images, where the dots are ground-truth
keypoints, while boxes are estimated keypoints by mapping source keypoints through the predicted semantic alignments. Green lines depict alignment errors.

Fig. 11. Visual comparison of the warping qualities of training COSD,
SOCD, and both two sub-tasks. The last column shows the best warp-
ing quality, which qualitatively reflects the most accurate dense semantic
alignments.

where warping quality qualitatively reflects dense alignment
accuracy. And we can find that COSD matching and SOCD
matching cannot reconstruct object contours well, and their
warped images have some distortions and artifacts, while
simultaneously training both sub-tasks can alleviate these
problems and produce accurate and smooth warping results.

4) Improvements to SFNet: We train SFNet [24] with the
landmark loss as a baseline. In order to verify the effective-
ness of our proposed components, we add the enhancement
transformer module to SFNet, and replace its original multi-
scale multiplication of correlation maps with our probabilistic
correlation module. Fig. 12 presents the PCK-score curves of
the baseline and its variants. The results show that both the
enhancement transformer module and the probabilistic correla-
tion module can improve the PCK scores of the baseline. Using
both modules together can bring more alignment accuracy to
the baseline.

F. Analysis of Complexity and Runtime

Our enhancement module is inspired by ViT [30], which
attends long-range information. We analyze the complexity

Fig. 12. Improving SFNet [24] using our enhancement transformer (ET) and
probabilistic correlation module (PCM). ∗ means to retrain the network with
the landmark loss. Both ET and PCM have a gain effect on SFNet, and using
both has higher PCK scores, indicating better alignment accuracy.

TABLE IX
ANALYSIS OF ALGORITHMS WITH VARIOUS ENHANCEMENT MODULES.

COLUMNS 2 AND 3 PRESENT PCK SCORES ON THE PF-PASCAL
DATASET. COLUMNS 4-7 SHOW GPU-MEMORY COST,
TIME-CONSUMING, THE AMOUNT OF FLOATING POINT

ARITHMETICS, AND THE TOTAL NUMBER
OF NETWORK PARAMETERS

and runtime of the algorithms with different enhancement
modules, as shown in Tab. IX. The network complexity
involves memory usage, the amount of floating point arith-
metic’s (FLOPs), and the number of network parameters.
We can see from Tab. IX that the ViT-based method has low
alignment accuracy with low PCK scores, because it ignores
the importance of neighborhood during feature enhancement.
Adding our pre-processing can address this problem, so we
set the pre-processing and ViT-based method as the baseline.
Different from the baseline, our method takes advantage of
a sharing mechanism that shares part of network parameters,
which can alleviate the network complexity. From Tab. IX,
we can see that the baseline takes 8, 841MB memory and
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Fig. 13. Style transfer. B′ is the average warping of B based on the semantic
alignments between A and B. It guides to generate the stylized image C ,
achieving a style transfer from B to A.

has 932.0M network parameters. In contrast, our method only
needs 4, 673MB memory and 363.7M parameters, meanwhile
maintaining good alignment accuracy. For time consumption,
our method takes 0.196s to process an image pair.

G. Limitations

Although our semantic alignment method achieves satisfac-
tory performance on five cross-object datasets and a novel
cross-domain dataset, it still has some limitations. We present
several limitations and corresponding solutions as follows.
First, our method obtains performance gain from the proposed
network structure, but ignores the influence of training data,
pre-trained features, and loss constraints. Building upon our
method and exploring data augmentation, feature fine-tuning,
and more complex loss might bring further improve alignment
accuracy. Second, in the cross-object scenario, our method
relies on landmark labels as supervision signals, similar to
many other methods. However, this requires tedious manual
labeling of landmarks, limiting a large number of potential
images available on the Internet for training the network. The
self-supervised training manner might address this limitation
since it does not require hand-annotated labels.

H. Application Demonstrations

This section shows that our method can be effectively used
for three applications: style transfer, semantic mask transfer,
and correspondence-based image morphing. All results are
better viewed in electronic form.

1) Style Transfer: An interesting application of our
approach is to transfer a photo to a reference artistic style.
Users can render their own photos with their favorite art-
work (e.g., an oil painting or a watercolor) for sharing and
entertainment. During style transfer, our method contributes
to searching target locations. Specifically, to transfer the local
style of image B to the area with the same semantics in image
A, our method can look for the corresponding area based on
semantic consistency. As shown in Fig. 13, we first warp B
to an examplar B ′ using the estimated alignment field, which
is semantically aligned with A while retaining the style of B,
and then use it to guide generative adversarial networks (here
we choose the network of Zhang et al. [19]) to transfer B’s

Fig. 14. Foreground mask transfer. Given an image pair (A, B) and A’s
foreground mask, we predict B’s foreground by warping the mask from
A to B, according to the estimated semantic alignments between A and B.

Fig. 15. Alignment-based image morphing. The two original images are
warped and fused into a morph sequence (20%,40%, 60%, 80%) based on
our estimated semantic alignments, achieving a smooth morph that gradually
transforms one image to another.

style to A. The final stylized images are presented in the right
column of Fig. 13, which have B’s style and A’s structure.

2) Semantic Mask Transfer: The foreground mask is a
kind of semantic label, and its manual annotation is tedious.
To overcome this problem, we can map a known foreground
mask from one image to another semantically similar image,
using the estimated dense semantic alignment field. As shown
in Fig. 14, for the input image pair (A, B) that have chal-
lenging photometric and geometric variations but contain
the same semantic content, our semantic alignment approach
successfully transfers the foreground label. If a more accurate
mask is required, users can further fine-tune the warped mask,
significantly reducing labor costs when compared to labeling
from scratch.

3) Alignment-Based Image Morphing: Alignment-based
image morphing targets the production of a smooth and
continuous morph animation that gradually transforms one
image to another. Typically, motion paths are defined between
corresponding points and then interpolated into dense smooth
trajectories. Based on these trajectories, the input images are
gradually warped and blended to produce an animation. The
morph sequence is shown in the second row of Fig. 15. Since
the quality of corresponding points is crucial for the success
of the morph, manual alignment tagging is a reliable way to
guarantee effective image morphing [5]. In contrast, we here
utilize the semantic alignments obtained by our method to
replace the user-provided alignments in the semi-automated
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image morphing method of Liao et al. [5], achieving auto-
matic and smooth morphing.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed a unified neural network architec-
ture to address two types of semantic alignment issues, namely
cross-object semantic alignment and cross-domain semantic
alignment. Experimental results verified the effectiveness of
our network architecture, in which the proposed enhance-
ment transformer can provide features with global awareness,
and a novel probabilistic correlation module can adaptively
couple multi-scale information by confidence learning, thus
improving semantic alignment accuracy. Our method achieves
competitive performance on five standard cross-object seman-
tic alignment benchmarks. Moreover, we introduced a new
training strategy to learn cross-domain semantic alignment,
which outperforms the SOTA method. Furthermore, we built
the first cross-domain alignment dataset and explored the
applications of semantic alignment. In the future, we would
like to take advantage of diffusion models to expand the
scale of the CroDom dataset, including more object categories,
domains, and images. In addition, we would study the cross-
modal semantic alignment between text and image modalities,
which is more difficult than cross-domain alignment because
of a huge modality gap.
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